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+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Hardware
+ PD-interface-multiplexer

+ PG-MUX-II family
+ PG-MUX-II for Siemens (only 24V-device)

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Malfunctions on the Bus although everything is (apparently) connected properly?

The S7-LAN can also be used for controlling/checking the MPI/Profibus. It will be
plugged on the Bus so that you can take a look at the status of the busses via software on
PC, for example the numbers of parity errors.



Data backup S5-PLC on USB-stick via dig. IO

Via digital input triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PG-socket and
Ethernet to USB-stick

Malfunctions on the Bus although everything is (apparently) connected properly?

The S7-LAN can also be used for controlling/checking the MPI/Profibus. It will be
plugged on the Bus so that you can take a look at the status of the busses via software on
PC, for example the numbers of parity errors.



Fuzzy controller with the OSC-II

Through 3 free configurable limits (of each kind) you wont be able to realice a
fuzzy-controller of your heat treatment furnace.

Serial communication with CP and more S5-assemblies

You have a PC with programming software and a 9pin COM-port as interface? No
problem, for this purpose the PG-UNI-II-cable is exactly the right product. Connect it to a
Siemens assembly such as H1-CP (CP1430), WF470 and PC or CP-525 with the
CP525-adapter and PC and you're Online.



Set time in PLC controls

Do you need the exact time in the system/control, for example for
production-documentation? Or summer/winter-time changeover, everyone is still familiar
with this catchphrase. Always in March and October the problem of the time-change on
the PLCs of your system(s). S5/S7-TimeServer receives the time via GPS-data and then
sets this directly in the S7-controllers (where possible) or in all controllers in a defined
data-block. In this way, these controllers can get the time/date from it and process it. At
the same time, S5/S7-TimeServer can also work as an NTP-server in your network.

Remote maintenance / telecontrol of PLC

The access to the connected PLC with the Siemens TS-software or PG-2000 including
TS-option results of coupling via Analogue-, ISDN- (only with AB-adapter) as well as
GSM-line.


